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Do It Yourself Advertising and Promotion: How to Produce Great Ads, Brochures, Catalogs, Direct Mail, Web Sites, and More , 3rd EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
This new edition features four new chapters coverings topics such as how to select print media for your ads, how to create ads in the comfort of your own home, and how to advertise via the broadcast Fax and the internet. The book offers practical, field-tested techniques and insights into every major form of advertising such as newspaper ads,...
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Show Me QuickBooks 2004Que, 2004
Show Me QuickBooks helps readers learn visually how to perform tasks using the leading accounting software for small businesses. They are able to find answers to their questions quickly and visually with this user-friendly method of training. Each task includes a screen-by-screen visual accompanied by a concise text description that...
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Energy Supply and Renewable ResourcesFacts on File, 2007


	One has only to read a newspaper or magazine to realize the importance of

	energy at this early juncture of the 21st century. It will surely become more

	critical as world demand for oil continues to increase and its supply peaks

	and begins to fall.





	Industrialized nations have become addicted to an ever-increasing...
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Drawing the Human HeadWatson-Guptill, 1965
In 300 extraordinary drawings, Hogarth shows how to draw the head from every angle, age the face from infancy to old age, and delineate every feature and wrinkle.

       About the Author
   
Burne Hogarth’s (1911–1996) remarkable career spanned over 60 years. He wore many hats in...
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Rock, Paper, Scissors: Game Theory in Everyday LifeBasic Books, 2008
“Physicist and Ig Nobel Prize–winner Fisher explores how game theory illuminates social behavior in this lively study…. Fisher does succeed in making the complex nature of game theory accessible and relevant, showing how mathematics applies to the dilemmas we face on a daily basis.”

A FRIEND CALLED ME RECENTLY...
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Professional .NET 2.0 Generics (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2005
Professional .NET 2.0 Generics
Generics represent one of the most compelling additions to the .NET platform, bringing a new dimension of type-safety, expressiveness, and performance to your data types. Professional .NET 2.0 Generics provides a detailed examination of all the facets of what you can achieve through applying generics. This...
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Digital Restoration from Start to Finish, Second Edition: How to repair old and damaged photographsFocal Press, 2010

	Digital Restoration: Start to Finish 2nd edition guides you step-by-step through the entire process of restoring old photographs and repairing new ones using Adobe Photoshop, Picture Window, and now Elements. Nothing is left out, from choosing the right hardware and software and getting the photographs into the computer, to getting the...
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How Digital Photography Works (2nd Edition)Que, 2007
A full-color, illustrated adventure into the  high-tech wonders inside your digital camera by the author/illustrator  team that created the bestselling How Computers Work.
 

With clear and simple explanations that say, “You, too, can understand this,” and brilliant,...
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Fight Back Against Unfair Debt Collection PracticesFT Press, 2010

	This year, America’s enormous debt collection industry will make 1,000,000,000 collection calls. They will threaten. Lie. Mislead. Intimidate. Award-winning reporter Fred Williams went “undercover” inside one of its largest firms. Now, he reveals everything he learned—and shows exactly how to fight...
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The Great Design: Particles, Fields, and CreationOxford University Press, 1987
Although modern physics surrounds us and its concepts are constantly referred to in every newspaper, even educated nonscientists find the subject intimidating in the extreme. Most attempts to explain physics to general readers are either obscured by masses of mathematics or gross oversimplifications written by laymen.  Here at last is a...
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Bad Astronomy: Misconceptions and Misuses Revealed, from Astrology to the Moon Landing "Hoax"John Wiley & Sons, 2002
Advance praise for Philip Plaits Bad Astronomy      

"Bad Astronomy is just plain good! Philip Plait clears up every misconception on astronomy and space you never knew you suffered from." —Stephen Maran, Author of Astronomy for Dummies and editor of The Astronomy and Astrophysics Encyclopedia      
...
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The Optimist: One Man's Search for the Brighter Side of LifeAnchor Canada, 2009
When it comes to bad news, we’ve never had it so good.

Laurence Shorter is feeling anxious. Every time he opens a newspaper or turns on the radio he finds another reason to be tearful. It’s time to make a change.  It’s time to be optimistic!

His plan is simple: 
1. Learn how to jump out of bed in the...
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